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Pee are enough miles of oil and nat- ground network is far from complete. ceeded in size only by the student bodies 

ural gas pipe lines in the U.S. A. to It will require thousands more miles of of a few of our largest universities. 

circle the wortd at the equator 16 times! pipe in the near future. To help meet The fundamental objectives of these 

‘This vast, 402,000-mile network is this demand, United States Steel will programs are to assure employees maxi- 

made up of crude oil lines, oil products put two more large-diameter pipe mills mum opportunity for personal develop- 

pipe lines and natural gas lines. This into operation in the next few months. ment and to provide them with a sound 

network has helped to make the benefits The steel industry is a growing indus- foundation for advancement within the | 

of gasoline, fuel oi! and oil products try, not only in terms of physical plants organization. 

readily available to everybody . . . it has and facilities, but in terms of personnel, The training programs in United 

helped to bring gas heating to man too. At the present time, the number of States Steel have become the “pipe line” 
r 8 8 g 'y Pp Pip! 

parts of the country. United States Steel employees partici- to successful careers for hundreds of | 

But this constantly-expanding under- pating in educational programs is ex- capable young men. : 

AMERICAN BRIDGE COMPANY + AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE COMPANY + CARNEGIE-ILLINOIS STEEL CORPORATION » COLUMBIA STEEL COMPANY 

H. C. FRICK COKE AND ASSOCIATED COMPANIES - GENEVA STEEL COMPANY - GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING COMPANY 

pe MICHIGAN LIMESTONE & CHEMICAL COMPANY + NATIONAL TUBE COMPANY + OIL WELL SUPPLY COMPANY - OLIVER IRON MINING COMPANY 

Tile ud} PITTSBURGH LIMESTONE CORPORATION ~- PITTSBURGH STEAMSHIP COMPANY + TENNESSEE COAL, IRON & RAILROAD COMPANY 

» UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS COMPANY ~° UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY COMPANY 

UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY - VIRGINIA BRIDGE COMPANY 
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777%) Hmmmm-mmm! Southern fried chicken, quality birds more frequently and more economically. 

‘an what a om and chmpy: Man, ahs Experiments with amino acids and their importance in 
te ° the nutrition of man and animal, are but a small part of 

Well, mister, you can thank Methionine, an essential the continuing research program in many fields which is 
amino acid, for helping to bring better quality and less carried on by Dow—in the interest of producing more 
expensive poultry to the family table. “Chemicals Indispensable to Industry and Agriculture.” 

Chemistry and southern fried ??????? THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY « MIDLAND, MICHIGAN 
. . — New York * Boston « Philadelphia » Washington * Atlanta * Cleveland + Detroit 

That’s right, for today, chemistry plays an indispensable Chicago » St. Louis + Houston + San Francisco * Los Angeles » Seattle 
role in nutrition. For several years biochemists have Pow Chemical of Canada, Limited, Toronto, Canada 
recognized the nutritional importance of amino acids, eee 
the building block of proteins. Several of these amino Cr 
acids are essential to the diet, for without them man and - — lr 
animal cannot grow or maintain life. Methionine is one i. hE. ee 7 
of these essential amino acids. oo D OW ~— 

Dow’s continuing research, along with that of other = 
investigators, has proved that critical deficiencies of Ce 
Methionine can be corrected by supplementing chicken | CHEMICALS | 
feed with this amino acid, produced synthetically. Chickens So reeeeeeeeeeerrst—e 
fed fortified diets grew ten per cent faster and consumed [| ineiseenanece $e imoustey | 
less feed for every pound gained. Such new developments ee ee 
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Glass that picks fire out of a light beam 

The electric lamps you see between the boxes _in.a matter of seconds you have fire in your _ search in glass—and these ray-blocking, ray- 

on the table are exactly alike—they generate —_ hands! transmitting glasses represent only one of a 

both powerful light and intense heat. The explanation is: One of the glass plates multitude of outstanding developments that 

Ifyou should concentrate the beam ofone _ transmits the comparatively cool, visible rays have earned Corning this reputation. 

of them with a reflector and plug it into an _ generated by the bulb, blocking off most of We hope you'll keep in mind that Corning 

ordinary socket, you'd be practically blinded the invisible heat rays. The other allows only research and technical skill have made glass 

by its glare and your clothes scorched by __ the invisible heat rays to pass. one of the most versatile engineering mate- 

the heat—unless you turned away fast ! These pieces of glass are only two of the rials there is. 

But look what happens when you putthem —_ dozens of ray-transmitting or ray-blocking For when you’re out of school and are 

into the fixtures in the foreground, so their glasses that Corning makes—glasses that concerned with product and process plan- 

beams are covered by two different kinds of can pick out any segment of the light spec- _ ning, you'll find it to your advantage to call 

Corning glass. trum and put it where it’s needed. on Corning before your plans reach the blue- 

The beam from the bulb on the left is For example, a lamp shielded witha Corn- Print stage. Corning: Glass: Works, ‘Corning, 

cooled down so sharply that you can hold a _ ing glass which transmits only near ultravio- New Yorks 
wisp of newspaper in it for hours without __let rays lights automobile instrument panels 
its catching fire. Yet the light is almost as _ without glare. Another kind of Corning glass 

dazzling as ever. transmits only invisible infrared rays and CORNING 

Notice now that no light apparently shines used in electronically controlled burglar : 

from the bulb in the fixture on the right. But alarm systems. means research in glass 

if you hold a piece of newspaper over it— Throughout industry, Corning means re- 
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WW | . Roebling Wire Rope Arch Lines and Chokers Wie 6 are the result of hundreds of tests by Roebling Ny mlm } engineers and West Coast loggers to learn \ rie, b\ how ropes for logging could be improved... 
\ Vg \\ In that practical way, every Roebling wire \ _ W rope is developed for its particular job. \ |! 3 KA 
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Wi) ==) Why men who watch costs specify Roeblin 

\ il Cl LIL Ne Rua ed Roebling Oil-Tempered eae a Co ae tu A ae Oem errs j i ‘060mm ee LOM Tadd CIM ae anes tougher than other types. 

\ i ’ | WIRE ROPE made of “Blue Center” steel has extraordinary ability to withstand 
vile |! | abrasion, shock and fatigue—a roundabout way of saying that it lasts longer and costs 
ae oe “ » . . * we) less! And “Blue Center” steel is an exclusive Roebling development—made only b ay -— & P y PY ye Um Roebling. It is a matter of record that Roebling “Blue Center” Steel makes today’s u i — 

8 Y Vy | i - | unbeatable wire rope for performance and economy. 
| \ (| : . Similarly, Roebling’s full range of electrical wires and cables, high carbon specialty 

i } 4 . wires, aggregate screens and woven wire cloth are the standard of quality. Research, 
wie oe . 3 a 4, ipeps x \\ na | | engineering and the most modern, precision manufacturing facilities give the whole 

\ \ ri — wide line of Roebling wires and wire products an unsurpassed plus value throughout 
, Nil \) — industry.” THAT’S WHY... 

ae ia . 

\ i oe eo Ny o47 ' o day Wis KOCLMM ve — 
Wey ¢ 

Wy | i : | JOHN A. ROEBLING’S SONS COMPANY, TRENTON 2, NEW JERSEY 

i iy il a | Atlanta, 934 Avon Ave. * Boston, 51 Sleeper St. * Chicago, 5525 W. Roosevelt Road Cincinnati, 5253 Fredonia Ave. Ve % Cleveland, 701 St. Clair Ave., N. E.* Denver, 4801 Jackson St.* Houston, 6216 Navigation Blvd. * Los Angeles, 
VW u oe 216 S. Alameda St. * New York, 19 Rector St. * Philadelphia, 
A ; u — | 12 S. Twelfth St.* Portland, 1032 N. W. 14th Ave. * San \ | — i Ly fo : 2 Francisco, 1740 Seventeenth St. * Seattle, 900 First Ave. S. A CENTURY OF CONFIDENCE Wott AULA _ 
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EY, more and better food on the Ameri- 
7 ; sania rai a | can table. At the same time, in many 

io LS other fields, Du Pont is helping to 
a | H E D I PO a | ood raise the American standard of living 

} 4 PO with continuous research aimed at 
ol . developing new products and improv- 
. | ing present ones. 

REG. U.S. PAT. OFF. 

ce : “MARLATE” 50 kills flies and many other 
L insects attacking livestock, vegetables, fruits 

a f and forage crops. 

1 

yo OT SA ON 
xh Re <3 “ 

BAD MEDICINE for flies ee 
Research that produced an insecticide safe to spray Co a ‘ > sal 

on cows may save millions for American agriculture ; fl a x - 

Armed with only a fly-swatter, the a | 
farmer would get nowhere in ridding - oo 

his dairy barn of disease-carrying in- , 
sect pests. But he has to be careful aan cat 
in using insecticides around cows. A : y a ern | 
toxic spray may be absorbed through pe ee i , ware a 
the animal’s skin and show up in Fr CF pa oo . 
meat, milk and butter. (ue ‘a 

Next fly-season farmers and a if | F ; 
ranchers will be able to buy a fly-  ' of a. Ay —% 
killer that is both powerful and safe. rr . OR @ y 
In Du Pont Marlate* 50% techni- yy erie , VA { 
cal methoxychlor insecticide they will Ve iv ee | a | 

get this combination of properties . ) f\ \ @rw * A 
that no single insecticide has ever . i ff, : § @& 4. 
offered before. i y , | 3 iy fF 

Methoxychlor is a recent Du Pont wel C7 - | ) Yo , vf 
development. Du Pont scientists ] i= ih = { — 
worked for eight yearsin the labora- ff a | ma ss & | 
tory and in the field to develop its me a 4 
applications in agriculture. THE BITES of flies, lice, and ticks can cut down milk production as much as 20 per cent. One 

spraying of ‘‘Marlate’’ 50 will control these pests for several weeks. 

A safer insecticide F 
age elevators, cereal manufacturing 

‘“‘Marlate’’ 50 is a residual insecti-  plants—wherever food is processed. 
cide and remains an effective killer This development of research can SEND FOR “Chemistry and 
of flies, mosquitoes, fleas and lice for bring immediate cash savings of mil- the Farmer,” an interesting, in- 
several weeksafter application. When lions of dollars to American agricul- formative booklet on the devel- 
used as directed, this insecticide is __ ture, industry and homes. opment of pest control, etc. 34 
exceptionally safe to human beings, pages. For your free copy, 
livestock, pets and crops. This has The long fight write to the Du Pont Com- 

led federal experts to recommend it —_ Exciting as the future of ‘‘Marlate” pany, 2503 Nemours Building, 
not only for spraying in barns; milk —_50 appears, this does not mean that Wilmington, Del. 
houses and milk plants, but also on the use of other insecticides will not 
the animals themselves. continue. Each has its special char- 

Besides its use on livestock, meth- _ acteristics, and each has special uses 
oxychlor kills many insects that at- for which it is outstanding. There 

tack vegetables, fruits and forage are at least 10,000 kinds of insect 
crops. It is offered to flower growers _ pests, of more or less importance, in 0 
as an ingredient in Du Pont Floral North America, and there can be no 
Dust. It is used in moth-proofing __ let-up in the scientific fight being °F. U,5, PAT OFF 

compounds so that dry cleaners can Waged against them. BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING 
easily moth-proof woolens while Du Pont alone now makes over 

cleaning them. Many stores carry fifty different insecticides. The knowl- vise TROUGH CHEMISTRY 

a bombs containing methoxy- edge gained inmakingeach onespeeds ——————— 
chlgr for household use. It can be the development of the next. By _ on 
used with safety in flour mills, freez- backing ideas with funds and facili- finales” Haedibs tide Nan Covaleade 
ing and canning plants, grain stg ties, Du Pont helps the farmer put , : 
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(Foton photo) 

The new Veterans Hospital now being constructed at Madison. 
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A short distance west of the For- jj | : 

est Products Laboratory, Madison’s {i A (yy 2 - 

11th hospital is being built. The ve f i la é ” 

Veterans’ Administration is erecting i Se aes: {i af) alge 4 
Bo Y Mir 

a 500-bed unit for tubercular ex- ¥ Tr yl (fh? W 1 

armed forces personnel, with facili- - soeuititttes ——« es Pi af 1 

ties for caring for both men and _ _ 4 y Pe i) 4 

women patients. Cases other than : oS 27) i (fl - | 

tubercular patients may be accom- 5 —.. .— sgl off | ¥ 

modated, but this will not be usual ee oo T WEES ty 

practice. 
‘ oe | es Eee i g| itt | ” (Za 

The general contractor for the 4 so ap atl i 7 | _ 

building is the Newberg Construc- stom: ee oe oe eee Fi ee ae a eT 
ee wa ei ea crite | . pre ag o 

tion Company, which has built simi- oe os Win es ag gogo \ en an oe ee 

lar units at Tomah, Wis., Ft. Wayne, spd etiln es ; o—- ue : SN ell aS Sa Co 

Ind., and Iron Mountain, Mich. SS Tee ' ah Dart ~ Tes ee - —— 

: oe ‘ (Foton photo) 
This unit is to be completed in June East Wing of the Hospital. 

of 1951. 

The present site was chosen be- there will be little fluorescent light- electric power supply, which is un- 

cause: the site was available reason- ing; most rooms will have indirect usual for hospitals. The lighting 

ably, and was suitable for the build- lighting. There are to be 341 rooms, system is to be four-wire, three- 

ings; it is near a city large enough in wings eight stories high, with the phase, and the electric power will 

to provide water and sewage facili- elevator shafts to be two stories be three-phase, 220 volts. The 

ties, and have enough recreational higher. The general floor plan is transformer substation will be part 

and educational opportunities to be shown in the sketch. There are to of the hospital property. 

attractive to the staff, and it is near be four Westinghouse fully-auto- r 
it : ‘ ; Steam power for heat will be sup- 

a university with a good medical matic passenger elevators, and one : : 
; . . plied by three Babcock and Wilcox 

school that might provide part of freight elevator. One of the new . 
5 ; : : wots water tube boilers rated at 315 

the staff from the graduating classes. wrinkles in this hospital is a pneu- . 
“14: 5 2 : : horsepower each at 165 psig. The 

The building is constructed of a matic tube system for inter-office . d . 

: F Pa : 3 units are to be coal fired, using Chi- 
reinforced cast concrete frame, with communication, in addition to the . " 

‘ a i cago automatic stckers with forced 
a brick sheath. No special insula- phone and paging systems. Labora- . . 

i 4 ad 5 . z : draft. They will be housed in a 
tion material is being used, and tories for routine testing will be pro- qe : 

‘ ‘ ‘ 8 three story building that will also 
there is no steel beam construction. vided, but no research is antici- . 

F Sian . contain the laundry. 
As far as load carrying ability is pated. There are to be two major 

concerned, the limiting factor in operating rooms, with an additional The unit will have its own laun- 

building is soil conditions, rather minor one and one for emergency dry, tailor shop, beauty parlor, post 

than the limits of the reinforced cases. There will also be an autopsy office, recreation rooms, library, au- 

; concrete construction. In the pres- room, and an embalming room. One ditorium, and chapel. Chaplains are 

ent building, the foundation is not floor of one wing will be devoted to to be part of the operating person- 

on bed rock, and no water seepage a complete, lead-protected x-ray and nel. Besides the main building, 

was encountered. About half the film processing setup. Additional there will be four other quarters for 

outer wall will be windows, using portable x-ray machines will be the nurses, hospital manager, at- 

all steel sash. The interior will be available. tendant, and medical staff. These 

primarily plaster and metal lath, The water supply, electric power, will be in four separate buildings 

though some rooms, and the wain- and sewage disposal will be fur- that will help make the unit a com- 

scoting of others, will be glazed tile. nished by existing commercial com- pletely self-contained organization 

Due to the type of service needed, panies. There is to be no auxiliary devoted to making healthier people. 
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With St. Patrick’s Day less than 
a month away, the M.E. building is 

o 3 again alive with outlandish looking 
individuals wearing beards of all 

descriptions. There are full beards, 

Van Dykes, Abe Lincoln style, King 
e Henry VIII, Arab style, Horace 

‘ Greeley, Spanish style, Paddy Mur- 
n ineer phy, and just plain chin whiskers. 

The colors range all the way from 

light blond to jet black. The num- 

ber of beards being grown this year 

is unofficially estimated at well over 

fifty. That makes this the biggest 
ay erop in many '¢ year 

/ ERIN GO BRAGH i During the first few weeks in 
# 5 March the engineering campus will 

Know All Min By Chese Prisints, That # become a beehive of activity. The 
| si candidates from the five engineering 

| SE nEnEEEE EEE Reeneneeeeeemee ee : schools will be leading their fellow 
| has this year tinalyaland active mimberof.the H civil, chemical, electrical, mechani- 

ea cal or mining engineers in selling 
GUARD OF SAINT PATRICK i buttons and dance tickets for the 

and a faithful ky in Ingineering: that he dooby iterides all shysters if ia a honor of being St. 

il on the slightest provocation, and proclaims the mame of, and is tute i at BF 108. 
Ge ready lo do homage to, his te The climax of all these activities 
i , PATRIN SAINT a is, of course, St. Patrick’s Day on 
HO iH March 17. The first event of the 
z Teena tele seaee he elie if day will be the preliminary judging 
# KNIGHT OF SAINT PatTRICK i of the beard contestants. At this | 
# te have and ta kape the sume honor agin ald claims and cons by the psfisors for the i time all the accurate measurements 
| whole f thes print and curvint year, and for all ime, of it be decreed: hat this be his $4 of the beards as to length, diameter, 

Gaol cand final your iv this great institution fer plumbers le curliness, color, etc., will be made 
# . B to aid the Badger Beauties in their = oti. Fa testimony whereep I have set.me mark, and caused to he le final judging. 
FI fing. fired me great seal, thir BZ day yApriL | a : : . 
# PL ESAINTS 29 he year peur Lord the Neaetoen Handrob and 1e _ Immediately following this pre- # 2. pat [5 a, oy. : de ii liminary judging the engineers will 
Hy Bonn SE Ro Pm oc Miietiay of Whoo dhe LE. i join in a mass parade across the # Or oF St 2B ZL li campus to the men’s gym for the 
a " We Wis Plavk s annual basketball game between the 

LER aE engineers and lawyers. 
/ “ . The big event of the day is the 

Splumshen' fougte pisthel banlisas acetone eate of er eae semi-formal St. Pat's Dance held in saint, Saint Patrick. Great Hall of the Memorial Union. 

Music will be furnished by Steve 

Swedish and his ten piece orchestra, 
fresh from the Modernistic Ball- 
room in Milwaukee, featuring vocal- 

ist Harry Lynn and Milton Mieritz 
at the piano. 

by Fritz Kohli e’50 
And finally, the news everyone 

will have been waiting for — the 

wiriner of the contest, St. Pat him- 

self, will be presented with the tra- 
ditional loving cup brimming with 
Wisconsin’s favorite amber liquid. 
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by John Warner m’50 Patent o©3e.°@ 

Most all of us at one time or an- In compiling the notes, the inven- inventor or inventors. If you made 

other have had an “invention.” It tion used was a “Load Grip Clamp the invention alone, the application 

may have come as the slow solution Hanger.” Briefly, it is a metal hang- would be invalid if filed in the names 

to a puzzle, or as a sudden insight. er for supporting pipes, air ducts, of two or more individuals.” 

At any rate, if our idea has seemed wiring tubes and the like, from ceil. A later letter from the attorney, 

reasonable, we want to capitalize on ings made of pre-cast concrete joists. after application had been made, 

it by putting the device or invention Its unique Properties are ease of ine states, “I would caution you not to 

on the market. We thus hope to stallation, lack of holes in the joist, disclose the filing date and serial 

reap the reward for our ingenuity. and adaptability to all kinds of sus- number to anyone except persons in 

Would that it were as easy as this! pended items. whom you have the fullest confi- 

Little do we realize what lies in A complete description of this in- dence... As you know, no infringe- 

frone of as iv owe effort to: market vention will appear in the next issue ment can be committed until the 

our idea. Little is realized of the of the WISCONSIN ENGINEER. Patent actually issues: Hence, we 
time and patience required, of the The booklet, of around 150 pages, ought not s a anyone inveressed 

hopes, and disappointments, to be is comprised. of three main sections: Ht CORY ENB EES Genice e . on 
: ° . . : that he has a long time in which 

experienced. What a blessing it applying for the patent, getting the eo sy 
5 ‘ 1 to copy it with impunity. 

would be if some step-by-step guide product manufactured, and selling . 

were available to follow, to use as a the finished product through an or- In the same letter, the first hint 

reference, and to lean on. ganized advertising program. of trouble appears “. . . it will be 
about 15 months from now before * 

Such a guide is soon to be pub- The first step is securing the serv- the application receives first action. 

lished. It is the answer to the lay ices of a reliable lawyer. A Madison Almost invariably the Gestaction 3 

inventor’s prayer, the answer to his lawyer supplied the name of a rep- a rejection of some or all of the 
questions, the guide to his actions. utable Washington patent attorney, claims. Amendment and argument 

Entitled A Case Record Guide For and correspondence was initiated. are required to convince the exam- 
Inventors, it will be published The Washington attorney agreed to iner that a patent should be granted. 
around the beginning of 1950 and handle the case for the inventor. It follows that in the present case 

will sell in the neighborhood of Photostats were then made and al it will probably be two or three years 

$3.50. It is the complete compila- tarized in the presence of witnesses. before a patent can be obtained, and 

tion of all the correspondence from This is an important step and should the further expense to you may be 

the first patent application to the be made, for it discourages possible as much as $60 or $80.” 

marketing of the invention. Com- infringers. These are but a few excerpts to 

piled by the staff of United Indus- For this particular invention, the indicate the thoroughness of a good 

tries of Madison, it is a complete search of the files cost $25. The lawyer, as well as the personal serv- 

authentic record of the entire pat- lawyer’s fee was $125, and his drafts- ice that such an individual would 

enting process. man’s charge was $20. The applica. give. It can’t be recommended too 

The letters tell the story, with ap- tion fee was $30. This totals $200 strongly that a reliable lawyer is in- 
propriate author’s notes to explain as the original expense. dispensable to the inventor’s cause. 

certain points. Also included is a An interesting fact was mentioned At last the notice of application 

complete appendix containing pat- in the letters from the lawyer to the arrived. The first step completed, 

ent application filing forms, draw- inventor stating that, “A patent ap- the location of a buyer follows. 

ings, specifications, bid quotations, plication cannot be filed in the pat- Drawings and a description of the 
contracts for manufacturing the in- ent office more than one year after device were cen te & number of 
vention and the like. They are the the invention covered by it has been Gers that ic wae fele would have aa 

actual enclosures from the corre- put into public use or offered for interest in buying the rights to the 

spondence, and are listed in an or- sale.” Also, “ ... it is vital that patent. It was felt that this was the 

derly cross-indexed fashion for easy an application be prepared in the easiest and. most satisfactory way to 
reference. name of and signed by the actual (please turn to page 24) 
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Fig. 1 Air Conditioning 
System 

for Lockheed 
Constellation. 

(Drawing 
courtesy 

Lockheed 
Aircraft 

Corp.) 

by Charles A. White m’50 

Throughout 
man’s stumbling 

in science in the past few stood when it is realized 
that one-half 

the weight of the & & P & 
thousand 

years, he has become aware that the globe on atmosphere 
is below 18,000 feet. The field of aeronautics which he lives is surrounded 

by a gaseous layer known as__ soon found out that these reduced 
pressures 

at higher alti- ya gs 'y P S 
the atmosphere. 

Most scientists 
like to look at the gaseous 

tudes were a limiting 
factor to operations, 

as the human 
Jayer as a sea of air with man existing 

at the bottom. 
body was not built to withstand 

the thin air and low y & y 

It is a recognized 
fact that air pressures 

decrease 
with an oxygen content 

at higher altitudes. 
During 

the first World 
increase 

in altitude 
due to the compressible 

characteristics 
War more than one airman found himself 

getting faint P 8 s 
of air. This fact, however, 

was not of too much importance 
because he had ventured 

too high above the earth. Mili- 
to man until he decided 

to take to the air for commercial 
tary aviation’s 

first answers 
to this problem 

was to supply 
and military reasons. 

its pilots and crews with oxygen equipment 
to supplement 

y Pp ys' quip) ‘PP 
The importance 

of this lapse rate can be better under- the deficiency. 
However, 

this only answered 
one of the 
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problems and the questions of extremely low pressures and also be heated after leaving the aftercooler by passing it 

temperatures experienced at altitudes were still un- through two heaters before entering the cabin. The air 

answered. is circulated through the ducting system so that it is dis- 
Prior to World War IL commercial aviation was re- tributed throughout the pressurized sections of the air- 

stricted to below 10,000 feet due to the thin characteristics plane. A pressure-regulating valve is placed in the system 

of the upper air. Both commercial and military aviation so that there is a means of exhausting cabin air to the 

started demanding that the aircraft industries come up with atmosphere. The amount of air exhausted through this 

some answer to the question of high altitude flight. In the valve is dependent upon the pressure differential desired 

latter part of the ’30’s the answer began to jell in the form between cabin and outside pressure. The positioning of 

of pressurized cabins. World War II really expedited the this valve so as to gain the desired exhausting effects, is 

answer to the problem and with the birth of the Super- accomplished by automatic electrical connections. 

fortress pressurized flight became a reality and for the The cabin of any pressurized aircraft is so constructed 

first time man was able to fly at altitudes as high as 40,000 that leakage is at a minimum. Doors, hatches and seams 

feet with comparative ease and comfort. Upon the ter- are all made pressure tight. An abnormal leak in the sys- 

mination of hostilities, commercial aviation also started to tem may be easily detected as it would be hard to maintain 

use pressurized aircraft and today most all major airlines pressure in the cabin. At the present time the maximum 

of the world have at least one type of pressurized aircraft amount of pressure that can be built up in the cabin is 

in service. Pressuriziation has become an accepted fact about 4.2 psi above outside atmospheric air. Although 

for the public today, although few people, including engi- this figure does not sound too great, it does mean that a 

neers, understand how or why it operates. ship can cruise along at an altitude of around 20,000 feet 

The problem of high altitude flight was overcome by while the cabin is kept at a comfortable 8,000 feet. 

designing an air conditioned airplane that could be heated, The control of cabin air conditioning and pressurizing 

cooled, ventilated and pressurized at the will of the pilots is usually taken care of by the flight engineer. On the 

or flight engineer. Basically a pressurized airplane is one Constellation there is a separate control and instrument 

in which pressures inside the airplane are maintained panel devoted entirely to cabin air conditioning. This 

higher than those outside. In other words, more air is panel is really the nerve center and brain of the whole air 

pumped into the cabin than leaks out. conditioning system. On this panel are located all the 

At the beginning air conditioning systems were oper- 

ated manually, but today the systems may be operated by f Sern cecr erin 

one of three ways: manually, automatic or semi-automatic. : : : ‘ 

The Lockheed Constellation, as used by Eastern Air ria es ; on os B Ses AS Rana 

Lines, offers an example of one of the more modern air be See ae Cay 4 ‘ Zs 

conditioned aircraft in use today. Figure 1 shows the gen- wa “se ry - es 4 FS eae aa 

eral layout of the system in a phantom view of the ship. ~~ ae é Co so | aid ct 

The air conditioned sections on the Constellation in- (epee pee) cC ie EC ce 2 = n a 

clude the cabins for crew, passengers and the baggag> or i > Ny Na £ " 2 elo 

cargo compartments, contained within the fuselage. The wu = as % Anna ke : =. Pe ae . oe : 

system is supplied with superchargers or compressors, _ [aa <n yes at) eS + ote 

heaters, valves, ducts and thermostatic controls to govern : ira E oe nee 

the temperature, flow and pressures of the supplied air. Paes oer mS 

During periods when the cabins are being pressurized AA a aa 

the air used for pressurization is supplied from two engine- 

driven superchargers that are mounted in the accessory f 
section of the outboard engines. These superchargers are ‘Photo courtesy of BAL) 

connected to the engines by means of drive shafts which Fig. 2. “260 Panel” for Lockheed Constellation. 

are so geared that they turn 2.8 times as fast as engine 
speeds. The superchargers receive their air through open- manual and automatic controls for maintaining the desired 

ings that are on the bottom sides of the wings. temperatures and pressures within the cabin. This “260 

The general layout of air flow in the Constellation is panel,” as it is called on the Constellation, also includes 

from each supercharger to a common connection prior to all the instruments necessary for giving visual indications 

sending the air through an aftercooler. In the aftercooler of what is taking place in the system at any instant. 

the air is passed through a number of small aluminum Operation of Cabin Pressure 

tubes where it is cooled by ambient air flow around the The manual pressurized cabin on the Superfortress was 
exterior of these tubes. The amount of ambient air flow more or less a proving ground of things to come. On the 

around the tubes can be controlled automatically so as to Superfortress the cabin was usually not placed under pres- 

gain the desired temperature of the cabin air as it leaves sure until an altitude of about 8,000 feet was attained 

the aftercooler. If further cooling of the cabin air is with the airplane. This usually meant that the crew ex- 

desired it may be by-passed through a refrigerating unit perienced an inrushing of air as the regulating valves were 
prior to entering the cabin ducting system. The air may (please turn to page 28) 
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Lay That Sliderule Down! ay that siiderule Down! 
by Paul Grogan, me instr. - 

As we progress through an engineering course, gaining useful. The one suggested in TABLE I may be estab- 

proficiency in the use of the slide rule, we are inclined to lished in many ways. The simplest method likely being, 

lose sight of the fundamentals of arithmetic which were (x + 1)? = x? + 2x + 1. Thus, we may proceed from 

drilled into us along with “Readin’” artd “Ritin’” through- 10” to 11° by merely adding 2x +- 1, or 21, to 100 to get 

out most of our grammar- and high-school years. the square of 11, which we will recognize as being 121. 

We would like to reawaken an interest in some of the If we rewrite the identity used previously, 

well-worn principles, perhaps with a new switch, so that (x + 1)? = x? + x + (x + 1) 

certain problem solutions might be both easier and more we may use it for more difficult assignments. Thus, we 

fascinating. may demonstrate 

Fun With Squares: (Or, Boppers Aghast) There is 917 = 90? + 90 + 91 = 8,100 + 181 = 8,281. 

nothing strange to us about the infinite succession of Similarly, we may use another identity, 

integers, 1, 2, 3,... 11, 12, 13,... 21, 22, 23,... Yet, (x — 1)? = x — x — (x — 1) 
for the lack of the decimal system, invented in Arabia, Solving for 99° with the new relationship, 

man often labored tediously and all but vainly to solve 99? = 1007 — 100 — 99 = 10,000 — 199 = 9,801 

problems easily mastered by a sixth-grade student of today. There are endless variations: 

We all understand how the integers follow endlessly, each (x + 2)? =x? + 4x + 4 

a single unit greater in absolute value than its predecessor. 102? = 100? + 400 + 4 = 10,404 

We often do not understand, however, how easily the (x— 2)? =x? — 4x + 4 

natural order of the simple integers may be made to do 98° = 100? — 400 + 4 = 9,804 

marvelous things for us if we handle them properly. For The student should use but a select few of the fore- 

instance, by leaving out all even-numbered integers, we going relationships, knowing them well, otherwise un- 

may establish the infinite sequence of odd-numbered inte- certainty of the results will often arise. 7 
gers, 1, 3,5, 7,...2n-1,... Then by making a summation Another very useful identity, however, is 

of the terms in the series, we arrive at the squares of (xt Re~HRP +x t+Yyax(x+1) +h. 

integers. Thus, 1.57 = (1)(2) + % = 2.25 

TABLE I And, 7.5? = (7)(8) + % = 56.25 

Squares of Integers From 1 to 10 by Additive Processes If we but imagine the immediately preceding example 
— ae ~~ to be 757, then the answer will be just 100 times greater 

n 123 #4 2 6 2 8 2 JO than the value we obtained for 7.57. 

2n-1 135 7 +9 TW 13 15 17 19 Therefore, 757 = 100(7) (8) + 25 = 5,600 ae 25 = 5,625 

n 952 = 100(9) (10) + 25 = 9,025 
<2n-l —n2 1 4 9 16 25 36 49 64 81 100 2052 = 100(20) (21) + 25 = 42,025. 
Z TABLE II 

Jo _ _ a Properties of Squares From 20 to 30 

Therein lies the germ of an idea which suggests the 29 21 22 23 24 «25 26 27 28 29 «30 

origin of the calculus. Should we inquire, how does the 400 441 484 529 576 625 676 729 784 841 900 

function y = x” vary when x = 5? By inspection above, 26? = 242 + 100 = 576 + 100 = 676 

we see y increases 9 units between 4 and 5, and increases 272 = 232 + 200 = 529 + 200 = 729 

11 units between 5 and 6. Or, we may assume it is changing 28” = 22? + 300 = 484 + 300 — 784 

an average 10 units per unit increase of x when x = 5. 292 = 212 + 400 = 441 + 400 = 841 

Expressed in calculus, y = x°, dy/dx = 2x, for x = 5, 302 = 20° + 500 = 400 + 500 = 900 

dy/dx = 10. Further inspection of TABLE I shows that © © = _______ 
the “second difference” between the successive squares is Now, assuming all the squares up to 25 are known, we 
simply 2, and it holds for the entire range of x. Expressed may find the square of any number from 26 through 75 

in calculus, d*y/dx? = 2, a constant for all x. by using an identity which we may write as follows: 

How may the foregoing be put to work for us? We have x = 100(x — 25) + (50 — x)? 

merely chanced upon an identity, a mathematical tool Hence, 38° = 100(38 — 25) + (50 — 38)? 

which holds for the general case and can be applied there- = 100(13) + (12)* = 1,300 + 144 = 1,444 
fore to any particular case. Probably the most familiar = 100(13) + (12)° = 1,300 -+ 44 = 1,444 

example of an identity being, sin?x -+ cos’x = 1. There And, 69° = 100(69 — 25) + (50 — 69)? 

are a great many more that are equally well known and = 100(44) + (—19)” = 4,400 + 361 = 4,761 
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Sci Highlight 
by Donald Miller m’50 

CONTACT CONVERTER ae TT aa 

The recent development of a mag- ie 

netic alloy having a rectangular sar \ ete t ra ~~ 

hysteresis loop has made possible Mee os a UU i 

the development of a contact recti- \ Ler ea Ki 

fier of high efficiency. The contact e. s-* a oi i) ae 2 ze Ff : 

converter is essentially a synchron- 4 ‘ ry Ly en we F 4 } 

ously driven switch that reverses the es i 7 La “= aor me 4 

output of an alternating current ms aan a Eo “ Be 

supply line every time the polarity Cs r 2 ama P. 

of the line changes. At the standard es eg << : 

frequency of 60 cps. the contacts cae <G Ou, olf. ‘ " 

must therefore open and close 69 ae _. _  % - 7 ge 

times a second. At this frequency “ ~~ + fg ge oa 

it has been difficult to prevent arc- ‘ : A ~ ot Se ~ k 

ing of the contacts which soon de- : — oe ae , nl om 

stroys their usefulness. oe i oJ A. = 

Arcing may be eliminated by mak- ne ZL ~ Cepbse: ) we 

ing and breaking the contacts ex- S \ \ALfwy q » q 

actly when the current passes ee AH, 4 \ i 

through zero, but this is impossible ZuBrnyvna E \ ee co 

since the contact would have to be tat“ eo 

made or broken within several mic- Sa / E rs y 

roseconds. A change in load would 23 Se sl 

also shift the zero point. The meth- i fe at 

od used in the new converter de- (Cut courtesy GE) 

pends upon the use of a special The new GE Spectrogoniometer. 

choke in series with the generator = gpECTROGONICMETER fracted rays, the intensities of the 
and the load which holds the cur- The instrument with this impos- rays are recorded automatically on 

rent at zero for a time long enough ing title is used to explore unknown a moving strip of paper in the form 

for the contacts to be separated. substances with X rays, and to de- of a graph. By this method it is 

The special choke consists of a termine in a few minutes what ele- possible to obtain faster and more 

toroidal winding around a ring core ments the substances contain and accurate results than by the former 

composed of the rectangular hys- how the atoms in them are arranged. photographic method. 

teresis loop material. The choke has The device was developed by the 

a high impedance when the current General Electric X-Ray Corporation, RADIATION DETECTOR 

through its winding is low because Milwaukee, Wisconsin. an A new method of radiation detec- 

it is operating in a region where The method of operation is as fol- tion is used in the “gamma survey 

the permeability of the material is lows. A samp'e to be analyzed is meter”, developed by General Elec- 
very high. At high values of cur- mounted in the center of a large tric engineers. The instrument op- 

rent the core is saturated and the table, An X-ray beam is passed erates on the principle that the gam- 

choke offers a small impedance to through it, and a Geiger counter, ma rays act on a phosphor, a ma- 

the flow of current. moved by precision gears, rotates terial which gives off light in the 

slowly around it, measuring the in- presence of radioactivity. Light from 

Contact converters appear to be tensity of the X-rays scattered by the phosphor acts upon an electron- 

most useful in supplying direct cur- the sample. ic tube and is converted into elec- 

rent at voltages from 50 to 300 The manner in which a substance trical energy which is measured by 

volts and for currents up to 10,000 scatters X-rays is governed by the a meee: The instrument is made so 

amperes. At low voltages selenium type of atoms it contains and the that it is possible to register the 

rectifiers are most used while at way in which they are arranged amount of radiation four feet away 

higher voltages vacuum tube recti- with respect to each other. In the from the observer. 

fiers are most common. new method used to pick up the dif- (nlease.carn 1 page 30) 
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Putting Fire in 

Firearms 
by David Petranek e’50 

This is the story of what hap- The earliest historic use of arms and the snaphaunce, and then the 
pened because of a fight between for the military in America was in flint lock. 

two cave men which ended by one the Revolution. The guns of the The wheel lock: was the fine elab- 
biting the other’s big toe. The other period were predominately English orate instrument of the period work- 
then, for self protection, picked up and French flint muskets brought ing, as the name implies, upon the 
a rock and beaned the first. This from Europe by the immigrants. action of a rough spinning iron 

: wheel against a flint held such that 

2 a aT ae the resulting sparks would ignite 

. ££ a= 7 > Becai f it ther complicated OO ee eee SU hi iam, it ‘ as expensive and _- x i — rl fe oe mechanism, Wi 

—_;, “s ee was owned only by the elite. De- 
6 _ ammmnannnes or =a ail EE veloping at the same time was the 

y e a ees ee ad ae ol snaphaunce, so named because of its 
we ie areas 5 na resemblance to snapping hens. It is 

Ss < a oe ~ ee the true predecessor of the flintlock 
ae es as we knew it in the revolution and 

was much more popular because of 
“ its simplicity, thus being within the : 

financial reach of the common man. 

The actual flintlock was a refined 

snaphaunce. Although the system 

wasn’t much good, being susceptible 

Flintlock Rifles. to moisture as well as being just 

plain temperamental, the Army used 
began a real war between the two, The actual origin of this type of it until some time after 1822. At 
each developing weapons superior weapon is also lost to history, but . this time, the Model 1822 flint mus- 
to those of the other; sticks, rocks, as near as can be ascertained, was ket was converted to percussion, the 
elaborate combinations, and spears. around 1630. It, like everything, new super system for discharge. 
As the times passed, these weapons 

were replaced by similar ones made er 7 cheese ee es 
from better materials. With the dis- oy y H Goes hah, cd h So ae 

covery of iron, it was found that . 7 | As aa — ran 
much stronger and more durabl- : oe om iy i re : B 
weapons could be made. The ad- 5 z 7 ar et 
vantages of swords was soon dis- os ha ” ig a ‘ ies 
covered and they found their most YY NING yo i sip 

glorified period during the Middl> : p Vy) ny Be 3 bs ese 
Ages. i F o as a ott 4 i 

Then came a new era; that begin- i yi re 
ning with the development of gun M 
powder. Some say it had its origin : 
in China, others say some Connecti- 

cut yankee used it during King Ar- 

thur’s reign. Whatever its origin, it Civil War Rifleman. 
began a period to include wars far was the outcropping of a sequence This percussion system used a 
bloodier ‘than any ever before en- of ideas beginning with the match- fulminating cap placed over a cham- 

. countered, lock, progressing to the wheel lock (please turn to page 2%6) 
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] N by Fritz Kohli e’50 

a pa SSS SS SS SESS 
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POLYGON BOARD It, in addition, takes care of special ed figure of St. Pat brandishing a 

Kieth H. Jensen, C.E. 4, was chos- problems affecting the engineering slide rule won the first prize of fif- 

en to be President of Polygon Board students. It is currently conducting teen dollars for John M. Frase, 

for the 1950 spring semester in an an investigation to determine the MLE. 4. Second and third prizes of 

election held on January 10. His ways and means of providing a sat- dance tickets were awarded to Ar- 

predecessor was Gilbert E. Kempka, isfactory form of compensation for nold W. Johnson, C.E. 4, and Ra- 

M&M 4, who headed the Board students injured in laboratory mis- mond F, Crupi, M.E. 4. 

during the fall semester. haps. The essential features of the 1950 

In addition: to directing Polygon KAPPA ETA KAPPA St. Pat buttons will be taken from 

a seni. ‘ectenan Cf eg Due to the graduation of two of the prize-winning designs. 

Le BenetaL chairman, OF We: Of its officers, Vice President Harold | ST. PAT CANDIDATES 
Patls Day activities iand dance: A. Cork and Executive Board Direc- 

John E. Helm, M&M 4, succeeds . Three of the five engineering 

William J. Byan, E.E. 4, as secretary tor Glenn R. Petersen, and the ex- schools have elected their St. Pat 

of the Board, and Robert B. Wilson, Piration of two nther terms: of of candidates. They are: Bob Claypool, 

MLE. 3, was re-elected treasurer. fice, Kappa Eta Kappa eld special Civil; John F. Allcuis, Mechanical; 

Pol , : 5 election on January 9, 1950. Wil- and Peter Kirchhoff, Mining and 
olygon Board is composed of liam J. Beranek and Neal G. Jene- . nung 

fourteen directors representing the wein were elected to: ¢eal Cork Metallurgy. The Electrical and 

seven engineering societies, AIChE, dP . hi SES Chemical candidaets will be an- 

AIEE, AIME, ASCE, ASME, IRE yg yt cy nounced later. 
? ? tl ne Thomas J. Maresca, Floyd L. Pe- 

and SAE. One director is elected ronto and Harold G. Fischer were — 

from each society at the end of each elected for regular terms as Execu- 

. = ae of one low ‘on tive Board Director, Social Chair- A.S.C.E. 
the Board. y thus over-lapping ‘ : : 

the terms of office, the Board is ope Social Chairman, The student chapter of AS.CE. | 

able to function continuously, as began the spring semester activities | 

half its directors will always have TRIANGLE with a meeting in the Hydraulic 

served on the Board for at least Just before Christmas vacation, Laboratory, Feb. 14, 1950. 

one semester. the members of Triangle and guests Presiding over the meeting were 

Polygon Board’s function is prim- danced away the evening to the the newly elected officers for this 
arily that of service to the societies. music of Wally Stebbins and his semester: Bill Larson, president; 

| Rather than deriving its operating band. It was the annual Christmas Rod Johnson, vice president; Jerry 

funds from levies on the societies Semiformal dance held in the Pom- Riddiough, secretary, and Tom Wil- 

| or through sale of membership peian room of the Loraine Hotel. son, treasurer. 

| cards, it sponsors the annual St. The decorations consisted of large The seeaker for the evening was 

; Patrick’s Day Dance and button Christmas Cards complete with Mr i é P. Steinmetz gee én 

sale. The proceeds are split among verses addressed to the girls from -_ as a in Stat , Public 

the Board and the societies. their escort. Mr. and Mrs. Cromer Resin Cc ‘sconsin Me s v 
The Board woiks in conjunction E. Chanman.were-the-chapeton, ervice Commission. Mr. teinmetz 

J P. P : aan On spoke of his experiences on a recent 
with the Placement Office in pre- Two new pledges have joined the . G 

senting job conferences; it repre- ranks of Triangle; they are: James HUD, SO SISEMANYs 

sents the Engineering school in such R. Collins and Robert W. Spaude. Other new officers for this semes- 

campus functions as the Freshman ter are Bob Binning, Polygon Board 

Circus and the Campus Carnival; TT representative; Jim Sivley, publici- 

and it sponsors an annual smoker BUTTON DESIGN CONTEST ty manager, and Bob Claypool, St. 

to stimulate extracurricular interest. A button design featuring a beard- Pat representative. 
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= PTY ff Lf" by I.R.Drops Df é f —w | -—tu— Qe 

It’s amazing what some women can do and still keep Minister: “Son, do you think that you can live a good 
their amateur standing. Christian life at college on $90 a month?” 

kk Ok Student: “Sir, I’m afraid that’s about all I can do.” 

Money doesn’t bring happiness. The man with ten mil- x Ok Ok 

lion dollars is no happier than the man with nine million. And then there was the widow who told the bachelor: 

x Ok “Take it from me—don’t get married.” 

Old maid’s epitaph: “Who said you can’t take it with * Ok Ok 

you.” ae Drunk: “Loowit that sign.” 

. Drunker: “Whazzit shay?” 

Housemother: “Young man, we turn off the lights at D: “Shez ‘ladies ready-to-wear clothes’!” 
ten-thirty.” D: “Well, ish about time.” 

E.E, 2: “That'll be just swell!” * * e 

x FF She: “Does your husband still find you entertaining?” 
A girl doesn’t mind losing her heart to a man as much Her: “Not if I can help it.” 

as she hates to have him search for it. x 2 

x ok O* She was only the Butler’s daughter, but oh, how she 

loved being maid. 
MY SLIDE RULE x ok * 

This is my slide rule “This means a good deal to me,” said the poker player 
There are many like it, but this one is mine. ae he wacked the wards 

My slide rule is my friend, «x * 
And I shall learn to love it as a friend, 

1 will obey my slide rule, The one who thinks our jokes are poor, 

When my stick tells me that 5 x 5 is 23.875648352, . Would straight-way change his views, 
then, by God, five times five is twenty-three point, etc. Could he compare the jokes we print 

I will learn the anatomy of my slide rule. With those we could not use. 
Though I die in the struggle, I will use faithfully every Rok 

scale; the black scale and the red, the inverted C and the The difference between amnesia and magnesia is that 
inside-out log; the reversed A and the multiplied D. I the fellow with amnesia doesn’t know where he’s going. 
will master them all and they will serve me well kook o* 

They Will! — . ca. She: “Where’s your chivalry?” 
I will cherish my slipstick, and will treat it kindly, Sr. M.E.:; “I turned it in for a Ford.” 

I will call it my baby, and never shall profanity sear 

its long and graceful limbs! «oe 
My slide rule shall be my brother in suffering. The MLE. instructor held the chisel against the rusted 

Through long hours of midnight toil we will work bolt. He looked at the M.E. student and said, “When I nod 

together, my slide rule and I. my head you hit it.” 
And great will be the day when my slide rule and I They're burying him at noon today. 

Have finished our appointed task and the problem is * £ 
done and the answers are right, She: “I’m so discouraged. Everything I do seems to 
I will take that darn stick, and have one heck of a fire be wrong.” 

I will! He: “What are you doing tonight?” 
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Pe | 
Complete Stock of Engineering 4 — _ | 

| Fe onew suit 

| wy , 3 ga | Y /xgy) MADE 
| yet see eC a 
| Texts ~.  . for the 
| | 4 
| : 3 

| Report | K&E P&E Dietzgen : = St. Pat’s 
Covers S li | a 

upplies 4 Dance 
Herman Didriksen hed 

vufleerry cole h bbe DISTINCTIVE STYLING & FITTINGS! 

| || DIDRIKSEN 
| 1325 University Ave. Madison 5, Wis. 

| / ; Custom Clothing Co. 
| This Is YOUR Store — Patronize It ' 

| | 1419 UNIVERSITY AVE. DIAL 5-9919 
| ho ee ee ee 

A man was staring at another man in the cafeteria line. |[[ = = : oO | 

“What are you staring at?” | . | 

“Oh, I beg your pardon, but... ah...1... if it {| Start the semester right 

weren’t for the mustache, you’d look just like my wife.” 

“But I haven’t got a mustache.” | Eat at 

“Yeah, but my wife has.” | | 

* * * i | 
“Say, do you know an easy way to find out the horse- |} SNO-WHITE ; 

power of a car?” | 

ee ts CUSTARD SHOP “Lift the hood and count the plugs.” 

+ * * 1425 UNIVERSITY AVE, DIAL 7-2153 | 
All those who think that “evening” means the same |! | 

thing as “night” should note the effect that it has on a L-=——= — 
| gown. 

A gold digger died and all of her worldly possessions [7 a : — a 

| including a parrot were being auctioned off to the public. | @5: Coat 
| “What am I offered for this beautiful bird?” quizzed || aie aw Order your 

the auctioneer. /\ xd SY Siege . IN fag Bea St. Pat’s D 
“A dollar,” bid a bystander. iy : ); & nays. Sy t. Fats Dance 

, “Two dollars,” roared another. Nid Bt ee 

“Make it five,” croaked the parrot, “and I’ll give you \s ete corsage early. 
a kiss.” x oe & ZL7. S 

The couple had just been rescued from a tiny island ~ 

after three days and nights. The girl extended her hand W A G N E R : S 
to the man and said: “Charlie, you’re a dear, and thanks 

for being such a gentleman. It’s too bad you didn’t know FLOWER and GIFT SHOP 
this gun was empty, isn’t it?” 1313 UNIVERSITY AVE. DIAL 7-1983 

(please turn to page 19) a ee we! 
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Al | Not 
by Hank Williams e’50 

C.E. ployed with the Wisconsin Electric demnity Company of St. Paul, Min- 

Gerald G. Fintak, (’41), has been Co-op of Madison, Wisconsin. nesota. ‘ 

transferred to Boston, Massachu- James H. Kark, (’49), is with the Howard L. Timian, (’49), is a 

setts, as field engineer for the Al- Allen-Bradley Company of Milwau- maintenance engineer for the Pitts 

lis-Chalmers Manufacturing Com- kee, Wisconsin. burgh Plate Glass Company. At 

pany. Warren E. Foote, (’49), is an en-. present, he is working in Milwau- 

Edward N. Rein, (’47), is a hy- gineer for the Northern Indiana kee. 

draulic engineer for the U. S. Corps Public Service Company. His busi- Erwin E. Wiese, (’49), is a design 

of Engineers in Portland, Oregon. ness address at present is Warsaw, draftsman for the Lippmann Engi- 

James R. Cleasby, (’49), holds the Indiana. neering Works of Milwaukee, Wis- 

rating of Engineer I with the Wis- William C. Richards, (’49), is in consin. 

consin State Highway Commission. the Water Department of the City Jack Harold Beck, (’49), is as- 

He is engaged in paving inspection of Fond du Lac, Wisconsin. He is sistant service manager of the L. J. 

in Division I which has headquar- doing engineering and administra- Mueller Furnace Company of Mil- 

ters in Madison. tive work. waukee, Wisconsin. 

Robert O. Schindelholz, (’49), is Val E. Herzfeld, (’49), is with Cecil Even Harter, (’49), is main- 

with the Wisconsin Highway Com- the Illinois Northern Utilities Cor- tenance engineer for the Oliver 

mission doing design and construc- poration at Dixon, Illinois. Mining Company of Hibbing, Minn. 
tion work. M.E. Delmore Ehlers, (’49), is employ- 

Dean R. Peterson, (’49), is em- Arne H. Anderson, (’49), is a ed with Jos. Schlitz Brewing Com- 

ployed with the Oliver Iron Min- construction engineer for the Amer- pany of Milwaukee. 

ing Company of Duluth, Minn. ican Steel and Wire Company. His Richard E. Dunning, (’49), is do- 

Edward J. Moakler, (’49), is with present business address is Wauke- ing research work for the Bjorksten 

the Bureau of Reclamation at Cou- gan, Illinois. Research Laboratories of Madison. 

lee Dam, Washington. He is doing Werner K. Schimmeyer, (’49), is Donald H. Westermann, (’49), is 

design work. with the A. O. Smith Corporation an engineer for the Marathon Cor- 

Bernard A. Dupont, (’49), is an of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. poration of Menasha, Wisconsin. 

engineer for the Carnegie-IIlinois Glenn C. Erdmann, (’49), is a Jacob William Johnson, (’49), is 

Steel Corporation. design engineer for the Globe Un- on the technical supervisor’s staff of 

George R. DeYoung, (’49), is em- ion Company of Milwaukee. the Anaconda Wire and Cable Com- 

ployed with the Wisconsin High- Russell J. Cotts, (’49), is an engi- pany of Marion, Indiana. 

way Commission. At present, he is neer for. the Kraft Food Company M. & M.E. 

stationed in Milwaukee. of Green Bay, Wisconsin. Robert St. Clair, (’49), is employ- 

William R. Kachel, (’49), is with Charles E. Mueller, (’49), is do- ed at the Duquesne Works of the 

the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Sur- ing administration and engineering Carnegie - Illinois Steel Company. 

vey at St. Petersburg, Fla. He is work for the Wisconsin Furnace He was a former business manager 

working in the Engineering and Ad- Company of Madison. of the Wisconsin Engineer. 

ministrative Departments. Earl C. Thayer, (’49), is an engi- Edward H. Nimmer, (’49), is an 

E.E. neer for the J. I. Case Company engineer for the Briggs and Strat- 

Robert Cockrell, (’49), is in the of Racine, Wisconsin. ton Company of Milwaukee. 

Design Department of the Boeing Robert E. Zuleger, (’49), is em- David A. Mickelson, (’49), is in 

Airplane Company of Seattle, Wash- ployed with the firm of Geuder, the Sales Department of the Sun- 

ington. Paeshke and Frey of Milwaukee as beam Corporation of Chicago. 

Edmund J. Hermsen, (49), is in a safety engineer. Karl J. Loescher, (’49), is doing 

the Signal Division of the Milwau- Don C. Holloway, (’43), is in sales work for Schaar and Company 

kee Road railroad. the production and design depart- of Chicago. 

Edgar O. Schoenike, (’49), is an ment of the G. B. Lewis Company Arnold D. Arnaut, (’49), is in 

engineer for the Collins Radio Cor- of Watertown, Wisconsin. the Research Department of Syl- 

poration of Cedar Rapids, Iowa. Orval D. Nelson, (’49), is a safe- vania Electric Products, Incorporat- 

Charles A. Larson, (’49), is em- ty engineer for the St. Paul In- ed, of Flushing, N. Y. 
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get an atom of atomic weight 198. What has happened to 

e the other neutron?” 

e e Shocked voice from the rear of lecture hall: ‘Don’t 

° NOBODY leave the room!” 

* * 
(continued from page 17) . 

“Are you a member of the crew?” Mary had a little lamb 
“No.” The lamb had a halitosis 
“Then stop stroking me.” And every place that Mary went 

. * OX The people held their noses. 

“But, darling, why aren’t you wearing my fraternity ‘ 
pin?” “Good morning, Mrs. Kelley,” said the doctor, “did 

“All the fellows say that it scratches their hands.” you take your husband’s temperature as I instructed?” 
e % “Yes, doctor, I borrowed a barometer and placed it on 

. . his chest. It said ‘very dry’, so I bought him a quart of 
Father: “I never see a girl blush any more. It was dif- beer’ and he’s gone back to work.” 

ferent in my day.” ok 
Son: “Why Dad, what in the world did you say to , 

them?” Working in a tin can factory, a man caught his coat 
* « * in a revolving wheel, and was whisked up and hurled 

around and around until the foreman managed to shut 
Confucius say “Clothes make the man; with a woman, 7 . e 

, how h he’ de” eff the machine. 
however, they just serve to show how she’s made. Up tushed the foreman. “Speak to me, Speak to me,” 

* * ® he pleaded. 
The moon was yellow, the lane was bright, The victim looked up. “Why should I?” he said. “I 

as she turned to me in the night. passed you six times, and you didn’t speak to me.” 
Every gesture and every glance * «© x 

gave the hint that she craved romance. “Don’t you. love:me anymore, Honey?” 
I stammered, I stuttered, and time went by— ti —— ea 

Sure, I’m just resting. 
the moon was yellow, and so was I. yo» & 

x * * _ Slightly inebriated: “Do you know what time it is?” 
“Paper, Mister?” Bar tender: “Yes.” 
“No, just resting.” S.L., staggering away: “Thanks”. 

Ok Ok * * * 

Pat: “How did Brother Jones die?” A private sin is not so prejudicial in this world as a 
Mike: “He fell through a scaffolding.” public indecency. 

Pat: “What was he doing up there?” . r x x 

Mike: “Being hanged.” Did you hear about the magician that walked down 
~ 8 State Street and turned into a saloon? 

“You’ve read that sentence wrong, Miss Adams — it’s * * * 

‘all men are created equal’ — not ‘all men are made the Of all the fish that swim the sea, 
same way’!”” . I dearly love the bass; 

kok He climbs up on the seaweed trees, 
The tightwad out of town on his wife’s birthday, sent And slides down on his hands and knees. 

her a check for a million kisses as a gift. The wife, annoyed 
by his extreme thrift, sent this postcard. eee eee 

“Dear Jim: Thanks for the perfect birthday check. | 
The milkman cashed it this morning.” STOP! | 

Ok Ok 
| 

“Say, I hear you lost your job. Why did the foreman 1 
fire you?” | GARY S | 

“Well, you know what a foreman is — he’s the one who |) | 
stands around and watches his men work.” SAN DWICH SHOP | 

“What’s that got to do with it?” ; | 
“Why, he got jealous of me. People thought I was . . | the foreman.” can satisfy all appetites | 

Kk ok | | 
Dr. Whalin: “If we take an atom of gold — (atomic om University Ave. 6.9141 | 

weight 199) — and bombard it with a beta particle, we may |i - ee 
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by Sylvester Campbell e’50 

The Electrical Engineering curriculum has had several trol a steam engine’s speed is the external agent of an & gs & P' 8 
changes and additions since the war’s end. However, the open cycle system. The flyball governor takes his place 

curriculum today is by no means in a static condition, Sto form a closed cycle system. 
witnessed by the introduction of new courses this fall, and 
with work underway in preparation of new ccurses. At present, the devices studied in the order of their 

The increasing use of electrical devices in industrial presentation are: amplifiers (relay, rotating, electronic, 

control methods has led to the introduction of E.E. 115— and magnetic), motors (transient response, and phase and 

Open and Closed Cycle Control Systems. Contrary to amplitude response vs. frequency), pilot devices (thermo- 
general expectations, this is not a course in servomecha- . 

: . . stats, switches, thermocouples, and solenoids), step and 
nisms. It is more a study of the devices which make up . : 
che élemencay units iin’ a setvomechanism, continuous control of motors, and fundamental require- 

The first part of the three hour course consists of a ments and applications of closed cycle control systems. 

study of open cycle controls. An open cycle control sys- The latter part of the course will consist of applying the 

tem is one in which a part of the control is in the hands various transient devices already studied into complete 

of an external agent. A closed cycle control system is sets of the more widely used servomechanisms. 

i hich an error signal f: th ratin: ip- . a 
ORS Ey WOTes ae ue rom the operating equip Mr. Schmitz, who is in charge of the course, has had 
ment is automatically fed back to a device, which in turn . . a 

. . experience in both the development and application of 
causes a change in the operating system to overcome the 
error. For example, a man operating the throttle to con- control systems. He was a development engineer with 

Cutler-Hammer and has worked in several plants employ- 

ing industrial control schemes. 
3 

sy 
ZF Fe 5 Future Plans 

= Several members of the E.E. faculty are working on 

J ff two new graduate courses. One of the courses deals 
te ‘ : . . 
SJ OW with waveforms, a study of the methods and circuits used 

SI to produce the many waveforms needed in electronic de- 

; IN Chrome-Clad vices. The other course is a study of computers, both 

ecial LUFKI he job, or electrical and mechanical. This course is not a rigorous 
$s 1 o . « wie < f q 

The sp favorite for on-t . of analysis of individual computing units, but is concerned 

finish iS 4 e. Undet all type primarily with the basic theory of operation of computers 

snethe-school use. ie durable martk- in general. The electronic computer recently acquired by 

ight conditions - + \ Y's easy the department will be used for illustrative purposes 
lig d out razor-sharp throughout the course. These two courses are now offered. 

: n 
ings stam Be Right! 

to See Right “English for Engineers” 

or Ae The long-awaited courses in technical writing for engi- 

i neers are now an actuality, with the introduction of the 

WHY LUFKIN CHAIN TAPES ARE BETTER: 7 “99” courses. The Committee on English for Engineers in 
LUFKIN Chrome-Clad ‘Super Hi-Way’’, ‘‘Pioneer’’ ros . . . . . 
and “Michigan” are better chain tapes. Heavy AN its meeting last May recommended the introduction of 
chrome plating over rust-resistant base and mul- eo) : tia 
tiple coats of electroplating give a hard, we) three hour courses in writing as soon as an adequate staff 
smooth, dull, chrome-white surface that’s weat - . . 
and corrosion resistant! Jet black figures oe y} Jb was available. The committee also recommended that the 
fairly “pop out’ in any light. Write Dept. AG | nn . . 
EM for fascinating booklet, ‘The Amazing ne individual departments assign a member of their staffs 
Story of Measurement’, enclose 10c (no stamps) . . , : 
to cover mailing and handling. to teach the students in their departments, as is being 

done now. 

THE LUFKIN OF KIN TAPES, RULES The increasing need for engineers to be able to express 
RULE CO. PRECISION TOOLS their ideas in communicable form has long been felt by 

Saginaw, Mich. * New York City * Barrie, Ontario both employers and educators as well as engineers them- 
selves. 
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New RCA electron tube gives today’s amazing computing machines an indispensable memory. 

. 
Tube with a memory Keeps QNSWELS Of He Continue your education 

with pay—at RCA 

Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA soca BEE 1 » 8) 
So complex are present scientific Uses of RCA’s “memory” tube are many. Victorone of the world's foremost manu- 

studies—such as in atomic research _ It will help atomic scientists acquire new an rae ii iecaata calvable 
—that working out the “arithmetic” knowledge . . . provide new information swellevounded training and Eapeticnts at 

ae Ae a good salary with opportunities for ad- 
could take all of our scientists’ time. ©" Supersonic flight . . . even help make vancement, Here are only five of the many 

rapid weather predictions! It is an in- projects which offer unusual promise: 
‘ ; : : en © Development a esi adio re- 

Short cut through this drudgery is valuable instrument in the scientist’s cam- ce oe ee eas 
found in huge electronic computers, able _ paign to penetrate the unknown. and FM circuits, television, and phono- 

to add or multiply numbers as large as a steph eonabineton) ‘ 
ey ate For your benefit: Development of the © Advanced development and design of 

thousand billion in millionths of a second. ‘« » tube i ther basic ad AM and FM broadcast transmitters, R-F 
But such:speed is valueless unless—with memory tube 1s another basic advance induction heating, mobile communications 

a. speed _th Its of t pioneered at RCA Laboratories. Contin- equipment, Yelay systems. 8s 
comparable speed—the results of count: {\¢q Jeadership in science and engineering ° Design of component parts ‘such as 
less computations can be kept “on file’ . coils, loudspeakers, capacitors. 

tak . adds value beyond price to any product ® Development and design of new re- 
and taken out again. or service of RCA and RCA Victor. cording and producing methods. 

“<p.” . . © Design of receiving, power, cathode 

Such a “file” now exists in a “memory” Examples of the newest advances in radio, ray, gas and photo tubes. 

tube, developed at RCA Laboratories. It re- television, and electronics—in action—may Wate today to Ru sional Leong. Diot 

tains figures fed into calculating machines, be seen at RCA Exhibition Hall, 836 West See a eee e ee, ee eeee Nee sea: th . di 40th Si, N.Y. Admisstont i Also many opportunities for Mechanical 
stores them, memorizes new ones—speeds th St., N. Y. Admission is free. Radio Cor- and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 

solutions through mazes of mathematics. poration of America, Radio City, N. Y, 20. 

RADIC CORPORATION of AMERICA 

World Leader in Radio — First in Television 
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Quite a time ago a very wise man wrote a fable, a fable While browsing through a recent issue of the North 

about four blind men and an elephant. Briefly, the story Dakota Engineer, I came across the following joke(?): 
is this: The blind men wished very much to understand \ \ 
what an elephant was like, and examined one in order to A stout lady on the scale was eagerly watched 
satisfy their curiosity. Each one, however, came in contact by two small boys. The lady put in a penny but 
with a different part of its body: one felt its trunk, another the machine was out of order—it registered only 
its side, the third its tusks, and the fourth its leg. Natural- seventy-five pounds. 
ly, their conceptions of what an elephant looked like dif- “Good God, Bill,” gasped one of the kids, 
fered greatly, and a heated argument arose. “she’s hollow.” 

The engineer of today is not blind, but he is often ig- The lady in the joke seems remarkably analogous toa 

norant of all the factors in a given problem. It is the job great percentage of the students enrolled in Engine school. 
of the engineer to gather as much data as he can and from . . - . i . . Although a great many reasons why can be advanced, this data arrive t satisfctory solution. Engineering usully : & ” va an i 
Oinvolves approximations, and for the approximations to they still are “hollow”, and many of them realize it. Bight- 
be at all satisfactory they must be based upon unshakeable ¢€" to twenty credits is admittedly a tough grind to get 

facts. through. Yet all of the credits offered by the College of & y 8! 

Know the facts. Do not seek them in the manner of the Engineering are not enough to prepare a student to be a 
blind men, but try to gain an over-all picture of a given citizen able to accept his responsibilities in the society into 
problem. Without a fairly complete idea of the whole which he will graduate. 
problem, a seemingly valid solution may turn out to be . Bien cme . cae completely vidiculous The lack of engineers participating in campus activities, 

‘Thie palsciple anay: be exrendled beyond. daa epplicaitons the lack of interest in reading or writing anything not as- 
to engineering. How many times have you formed an signed in class, and the open hostility of many toward the 
opinion about someone or something without knowing few non-engineering courses required by the school are 

much about the factors which influenced your decision? but a few examples of the deficiency in so many engineers’ 
If you are like the rest of us, your answer will be “Often.”  4Ng- 
All too often we are influenced by factors which have lit- Many worthwhile organizations are perpetually in need 
tle or no bearing upon the case at hand. Very seldom do of active, hard-working people that will do more than 
we know the facts. show their face once every two weeks so they can get the 

Facts are elusive, but the trouble expended in finding organization listed under their name in the Badger when 
them will be amply repaid by the satisfaction of being they graduate. The experience that can be gained in man- 

sure. Prejudice is almost always tre result of insufficient 28!"8 people and dealing with them is invaluable toward facts. The more we understand, the more facts that we the training of tomorrow’s leaders. The contacts made 
possess, the better we know the world and the people that often lead to good jobs after graduation, jobs that require 
live in it: more than a degree and a blank look to hold down. 

Know your facts. In knowing them you will become a Why not look into the possibilities next time you feel a 
better engineer and, what is more important, a more toler- bit “hollow”? It may mean a lot more later than it seems 
ant person.—A.M.N. right now.—R.G. 
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at was the key to © ~\-*S\\/) 
SRS Y Sa Gy ke RON. 

Ben Franklin’s success: eS. sb 

It wasn’t the one on the end of this kite string, you can be sure. The key 

to Franklin’s basic contributions to the progress of science and engineering 

in America was his solid grounding in technical fundamentals. In America, 

the finest textbooks are available to everyone. They provide the 

. indispensable background in technology that has made and keeps America great. 

Many of the books in which you are now studying the fundamentals 

. of your specialty bear the McGraw-Hill imprint. McGraw-Hill is the world’s 

largest publisher of books for technical reference and instruction. 

as well as advanced research and study. 

Sy _ -. Today’s discoveries are tomorrow’s fundainentals. 

( «7 ee When you finish college, you will want to keep 
GG i up with the latest advances in your field. Then, 

ae 3 i McGraw-Hill magazines and books for the practicin 
, | NL A 8 
| i 7 engineer will report to you on all that is new, 

“a iN: UC ele necessary and important. And you'll depend on 

é C5 my i a the advertising pages of McGraw-Hill publications 

e |} DA [ to tell you where the latest equipment is available. 

// bo L. Today in college, and tomorrow in industry, your 

; NN hy eo progress depends on how well you keep up 

| | = A fe \\TW/\ with your field. McGraw-Hill will continue to 

, Nf | “4a |W | serve you with books and magazines which 

v \/ [| re oN Lf . provide all that is important and up to date. 

p= Eo a ee al fs . . . 

SS PE McGraw-Hill Publications 

H EAD QUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL | N FOR M ATION 

330 West 42nd Street, New York 18, New York 
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takes and errors in judgment to ney, “A British patent cannot be in- 

p Z uu which the uninitiated inventor might fringed except by making, using, or 

a CH oe @ succumb. It is possible to avoid selling in England the invention that 

teanetiqued dram prune” these by using care and the Guide’s the patent covers. Nothing that you 

handle the invention. Considerable mistakes as examples. do in the United States, or else- 

expense and risk are thereby avoid- In due course, the contracts were where except in England will in- 

ed. However, none of the firms con- signed and the order placed. fringe this patent.” 

tacted were too interested in buying At this time a discouraging blow An important move was then made 

the rights. It therefore remained up fell. A letter arrived from the pat- by the attorney. No monopoly could 
to the inventor to assume these risks ent attorney stating that the appli- be granted the inventor for any of 

if he wished to see his idea material- cation had been rejected on all but his claims that were broad enough 

ize. one of the seven counts. While this to include what the British patent 

The next thing to do was to find really was to be somewhat expected, showed. “Our problem was there- 

a suitable manufacturer. A number it would come as a shock, since all fore to restrict the scope of our 

were contacted and those interested was in readiness for production. claims so as to exclude from them 

were sent drawings with specifica- The examiner claimed that the the British device.” The attorney 

tions and bid sheets. Copies of the patent conflicted with an existing then amended, ever so slightly, by 
bid sheets are in the appendix. A British patent. A hurried letter was the use of different phraseology and 
number of bids were received, and posted, inquiring as to whether wording, the original application so 

the most satisfactory one was ac- manufacture should be continued, as to conform with the above quoted | 

cepted. Notices of contract require- since the idea was infringing on a idea. 

ments were included in the com- British patent already in existence! The amendment is still in process. 
pleted bid sheets. Here again the advisability of hav- Additional trouble, at least of a new 

All the correspondence then en- ing good legal counsel is amply veri- nature, is not anticipated. 

sues in which contract terms are de- fied. As it turned out, the conflict Having satisfactorily placed the 

cided upon. It might be well to men- was a minor one; their principle was patent before the Patent Examiner 
tion here that one of the outstand- different. and received the first shipment of 

ing factors in the compilation of the An interesting sidelight pops up sample hangers, the advertising and 

Guide is the inclusion of the mis- here. From a letter from the attor- selling end of the game come into 

— SEE view. 

e e It was felt that the most likely 

partners in creating way of attracting attention was 
through the use of circulars, mailed 

Engineering leaders for the last 8! years have made to all likely users, or dealers. Such 
K & E instruments, drafting equipment and materials a listing was obtained by a mailing 

thls sarioon in spain in wrest fshplel eiilee list house in New York. These 

pene Aman acs eo enh mses pppmaling lies wth 90% 
Y.oC neering project has been completed with the help of K&E. accuracy for any business available. 
K+ If necessary, they will perform the 

Drafting, Repructon, : complete addressing and mailing of 
ae et ys : the circulars for an additional fee. 
needa th , a A number of other services are 

. yp.» ie available through these companies. 

Oe if The inventor then had to have 

Lae * ‘a circulars printed up describing his 

| ne? / a product in an attractive, easy to read, 
™. } y 3 oo and appealing form. For this he 

_ oo ) Lg A _ ‘ chose an individual skilled in adver- 

: Fg ‘oo tising layout and of artistic ability. 

- oe % j . ‘ When a satisfactory circular was 

: y ate a |. made, it was sent to local printers 

Maer BS — N _ and bids accepted. It was interesting 
2 : > |. 2 to note the wide variance in bids 

: LG I oo from the printers. Some greatly ex: 

ceeded others. It was similar with 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. the bids for the actual manufacture 

NEW YORK + HOBOKEN, N. J. ofthe hanger. 
Chicago * St. Louis * Detroit An inventor should not take the 

San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal (please turn to page 26) 
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The world is tuned to pipes like these 

PETROLEUM, as a fuel and as a lubricant, lines now have cathodic protection; an 
has become the basic material of progress electric current is imposed on the line to 
—and petroleum products could not be prevent dissolving the metal of the pipe 
made available in great quantities at low at points where it is in direct contact with | 
cost if it were not for pipelines. soil. Internally, corrosion is inhibited by 

Oil transporters pioneered low-cost, the injection of sodium chromate solutions 
long-haul methods of handling liquids in that form a protective film. Both meth- 
large quantities. Today the users of oil ods minimize costly shutdowns of our 

| (which includes just about everybody), pipelines. Even more improved methods 
and of many other products as well, live are now being sought. 
better because petroleum research menand From their work with pipelines, as from 
engineers found ways to get the job done. their work with all other phases of our 

Here at Standard Oil we are developing business, Standard Oil scientists can feel 
new methods to increase the efficiency and the satisfaction of accomplishment and ~* 
economy of pipelines. Externally, our the challenge of all that remains to be done. 

Standard Oil C tandar 1kCompany qa 
(INDIANA) ( STANDARD 
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a Guns ..» Patent... 
J . (continued from page 14) (continued from page 24) 

- —_ F » bering nipple such that when hit by first bid that comes along thinking 

iy i the hammer, the barrel charge was that all the others will probably be 

—~ ignited directly rather than through in the same neighborhood. 

YY } 2 a priming charge. By making this Ultimately, a satisfactory printer 

AA! wd cap moisture proof, a soldier could was contracted to print up a number 

- usually feel pretty sure the outfit of copies. | 

_ > would go off. This system, with In addition, an advertising pro- | 

_ CA variations in the capping system, gram was planned, and appropriate 
] lasted until well after the Civil War. magazines of the builders’ trades 

= ic While the Army is well known for were chosen and ads contracted for 

S You can | ies its good equipment, as always, it in these publications. 

: : | Bas was years behind the times. Its flint Much has been eliminated from 

ye AFFORD to use | 3 guns were still in use long after the this discussion, of course, but it is 

7 by merits of the percussion system were hoped that a genuine interest has 

7 | Kd known. It refused to issue a gun been developed for a look at the 

CRAVTEML s “you could load on Sunday and Guide. : 

: world’s finest drawing pencil ea shoot all week” (the Spencer Re- TT 

i | peating Rifle) until well into the filling the grooves, so that an under- 

with Genuine IMPORTED fey Civil War because of the typical re- sized ball could be used and still 
ee action; a soldier would be able to have the advantages of rifli Thu : i ges of rifling. s, 

CASTELL lead now! ie shoot too quick thus wasting ammu- with a much easier loading arm, the 

A nition. barrels could be lengthened, becom- 

Why wait until you graduate? sq Paralleling the military line of ing in some instances as long as 69 

Start using the Drawing Pencil fy fire arms, but far ahead in develop- inches thus allowing greater accu- 

of the Masters today—smooth, ff ment, was the sporting rifle, typified racy. As such they were capable of 

free-flowing, grit-free CASTELL, by the highly publicized Kentucky barking squirrels at fabulous dis- 

accurately graded in 18 un- ee rifle. Certainly if anything is rep- tances and in the hands of capable 

varying tones of black, 7Bto9H. iS resentative of early American in- men could be a dangerous threat in 

| eI genuity and workmanship, it was the any man’s army. Since most of the 

YOUCANAFFORD CASTELL— = [on Kentucky rifle. The gunsmithing soldiers in the Revolution were re- 

because it outlasts other pen- | KS profession among the pioneers was quired to furnish their own rifles, 

cils, hence ismore economical, | cl a highly respected job. With the many of these Kentucky rifles saw 

lp addition, ee Set the pee 4 immigrants came some of Europe’s action. In the Civil War, the Ber- 

so een nae | i best craftsmen with their ideas to dan Sharpshooters used a gun quite 

CASTELL gives. Unlike ordi- a4 influence the growth of American similar to this rifle and reports indi- 

nary pencils, CASTELL sharp: | fire arms. cated they were terrific weapons. 

ens to a needlepoint without One of the greatest ideas adapted. Comparing these Kentucky rifles 

breaking. | : to American arms and developed of the early 1800’s with a modern 

through American drive, was the use hunting rifle is like comparing Ca- 
Ae ae ee of rifling. First used in Germany, ruso with gravel groan Godfrey. 

be -talled ante usage subet. it was developed in America to the They were real things of beauty; 

| tule. CASTELL is @ lifetime \ 4 high degree of usefulness as now full length curly maple stocks with 

Kabir for op-and!coming Engi. \ known. The German idea was, that many silver and brass inlays, octa- 

neers, : by using an oversized ball and ham- gon barrels, and brass patch box all 

\ mering it with a steel ramrod and highly polished, set triggers, and 

a mallet into the barrel, the rota- fine open sights. 

: tional advantages would be used to It seems a far cry from the Ken- 

>». 4 the utmost. Because of the pains tucky rifle to the modern sporting 

ati ii thus involved in loading, the guns rifle. If the original rifle makers 

Va eerie turned out tended toward large cali- knew that the outcome would be 

tree bre, with short barrels. American cannons, machine guns, bombs, and. 

PENCIL Cae —_— riflemen found that a patch would atom bombs, what would they have 

acess 0 oe, have the same effect; ie, that of done differently? 
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a “Super-Sonic Sport Car” designed and built by L. J. Fageol 

Wy, UTP WILL CARS BE LIKE WHEN | GROW UP DAD?” 
“Well, son. . , you can be sure your first car will ; ack mo} i ne ee ioc naar Ble ie =m re power, ride smoother and cost less to run than today’s 

a ee ys nt improvements, so they make better cars every year.” 

BES ica ; 
5 me LoS s i i a “4s as Es ( 6 ai “see 

Se Roos fs: B : ll TZ pi i =) ez ; Z ; 

hf oe ee |) ee = Si 
SNM PK EE Se eee || |i Z ao fi Fy 

| LS en Ce ice / | Sa Le = AW, LA 

. x SS ate | /) Ae a 

porter grinding wheels help — and Camshafts t bi ne ae si 7 ! | Norton c - s must be ti i 
they Fe en ene won’t run smoothly. Norton Cam-O- dee ee lea oe ae 
eae Bie rye psmooth Matic grinding machines finish cam pee te eae fr ete 
and long-lasting. Dies and ools are contours to close precision. In fact. Behr: jo co ation dives Behe 

- Nene eding wheels ained with these speedy, automatic grinders help ra aprasive a nora | i fs i 4 em! i 
wer mass production costs. member of the Norton family 

er he NORTON oe a, Cr fee T | 
ee \ iS 9 * 

3 bo ; RADE MARK REG U8) PAT. OFF 

: nN “ | Qdaking b x Ny a | ¢ better products to make other products better 

“2 y S 3 g e A u~ ; ABRASIVES dp SRINDING wees (0) oustones 7 i> 
orci ke eee  . ABRASIVE PAPER & CLOTH 

arts that ! Siar GRIN me aoe = of par s that make eae DING AND LAPPING wacnes" Peg cascung nscnnes BE) ons FLOORING 

are made better by the touch of - RE oe we me etter yt uel of pro: i FRACTORIES, POROUS MEDIUMS & LABORATORY WARE.| NORBIDE PRODUCTS 

also applies to just about every ot! a . 
industry, large or small. That's | ; 1 NORTON ‘COMP m 
like my job of making better products aoe non Nn owe i wonton couran 
to make other products better,” imesciaiignenenemns 
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| L e L 25,0008 — 

eo © @ 0:35 Plane @ 21,000! 3:39 
20,000! Fan cea a gest ciandsiaasnestenaie eoeoeaee oeecanamcsiael 

600: u 

placed in operation and that the changes of pressure ex- 29,000" 
perienced were pretty much dependent upon the skill of 
the flight engineer. 20,000° pp — ain 2 BE 

Today the automatic systems allow for a greater flexi- / Cabin altitude rate of change \ 

bility in the operation of cabin pressures. The usual pro- 5,000" j! 00 fpm Nl 

cedure now is to start pressurizing at the time of take-off PF aliaiaiaass Renae 
i . Bea Level 

t | | and © cease upon landing. A plan such as this allows the 4 ie he aie ie alte 

airplane to climb at any desired rate independent of the 

bin’s rate of climb, which i 
“i oa s rate of climb, which can be controlled by a cabin Fig. 3 Cross sectional view of pressurized flight between Mi- 
altitude rate of change selector. It has been found that ami, Fla., and Newark, N. J. 

most people cannot even notice a change of 200-400 feet 

per minute so that cabin pressures are usually increased of there on the human body if there is a sudden loss of pres- 

decreased somewhere in this range. With this slow rate of sure due to failure of superchargers ora blown hatch? 

controlled change in cabin Pressures the modern pressur- The first part of this question is easily answered. Most 

ized airplane is now free to climb at any rate from 100 to all systems are provided with two superchargers mounted | 

1,000 feet per minute without having any effect on pas- on separate engines as on the Constellation. Under this : 

SENSES, OF! Crews. ; / oo dual arrangement a failure of one compressor does not 

A typical flight plan as shown graphically in Figure 3 mean that the system will be unable to operate as the 

showing the relationship of cabin altitude to airplane alti- whole system may be maintained with a single compressor. 

tude on a typical flight between Miami, Fla., and Newark, A failure of both compressors is another situation, how- 

N. Je / ; ; ; ever, but the odds are high against the failure of both 
Basically there is nothing against a pressurized cabin. compressors at the same time. 

However: one question is always asked, What effect is (please turn to page 32) 

cm Sel met ew NES 

testing J; CRAFTSMANSHIP 

Q.What kind of ee Licating | 
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comes clo aitions? REASONS TOLERANCE 

tual service condl WHY SKF CONTROL 

as since 1S PREFERRED 7 

ing ground tests- BY ALL INDUSTRY manuel bec 
pS aes pvandha engineers UNIFORMITY 

L ’ : . 

have been studying’ asf 

cables in an gate pied \ 

‘ ground. proving . ious 

are buried in ee jonduit, \ S08 builds extra stamina in 

soils, pulled +7 subjected every bearing labeled scsi. 
strung overhead, itage and Unseen but vital plus-factors 

£0 temperature» vo erat aupli- have enabled sos Bearings 

Loading condition Facts to set new records for efficiency 

cate actual opera nardeds eval- and durability. For sts con- 
gained here are ta oKonite's 72 = centrates on not one but eight 

uated, ana aaded @ in making the Gs 5 factors for superiority. scsi ‘ A INS 
years of experienc® | cables. a\h| S\ 1p.. INC. PHILA. 32, PA. 
highest quality insu pee yi hy F 

NY, PASSAIC: NE 
4 iy 

HE OKONITE COMPA / ry f 

Ly oKF 
ON, as | a: 3-9 ov: 0 CO) 9 ee) OLY : 

SA COXA i BALL AND ROLLER BEARINGS 

"9. R 3° NITE && insulated wires and cables | <= 
mac?) LD eee 
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eee YOUR BEARING NOTEBOOK 

a - How to help a bread slicer 

mA - carve a name for itself 
tJ i ia Designers of a new, 75-loaves-a-minute bread slicer 

3 | were looking for a way to insure long-term accuracy 

Pain is) and minimum maintenance. They found the answer 
= in Timken® tapered roller bearings. 

\ ae Timken bearings keep the knife drum shafts in 
rigid alignment, maintain precision movement of 
parts. They require minimum attention, normally 
last the life of the machine. And they permit tighter 
closures that keep the lubricant on the bearings 
... off the bread. 

Why they all look alike ™ 
to a TIMKEN” bearing 

— 

Loads from any direction—radial, thrust or combi- \ 

nations of both—are carried by Timken bearings, 

thanks to their tapered design. Timken tapered . 
roller bearings make auxiliary thrust bearings and renee OD 

thrust plates unnecessary ... simplify design, save 
space, cut costs. a \ 

ai Want to learn more 
"2 

e 

= about bearings? 
eo S (m seo Some of the important engineering problems you'll 

Ul . | prone face after graduation will involve bearing applica- 
i i aa Ve atuite clea oanvor. tions. If you'd like to learn more about this phase 

mn) TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS Fo eon about Timken beacinge and how engi 
; oN a) neers use them, write today to The Timken Roller 

Na yy Bearing Company, Canton 6, Ohio. And don’t for- 
get to clip this page for future reference. 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER o> THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER o> 
~ 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL a AND THRUST -©— LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION we 
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‘ chromium deposited from the radio- the number of vibrations ordinarily 

Science oe active hexavalent chromium baths obtained in three weeks on a mecha- 

was radioactive. Thus it was proved nically operated tester. 

‘continued from page 13) that chromium is deposited from AIRCRAFT OIL FOAMING 
RADIOACTIVE TRACERS the baths from the hexavalent state. From experimental work done at 

IN PLATING FATIGUE TESTER Stanford University, sponsored by 

A long standing problem in elec- A novel method of fatigue test- the National Advisory Committee 

trochemistry has been solved at the ing is used by General Electric en- for Aeronautics, a new method of 
National Bureau of Standards by gineers to test the strength of met- preventing the foaming of aeronau- 

the use of radioactive tracer tech- als. The metals are prepared in the “tical lubricating oil has been found. 

niques. The problem was to deter- form of thin strips which are then Glycerine - Aerosol OT mixtures 
mine whether chromium, when plat- placed in a stream of air and set in- were found to be completely effec- 

ed, was deposited out of the bath to vibration. The principle is exact- tive as antifoaming agents until the 

from the trivalent state or the hexa- ly that used in a harmonica. The glycerine disappeared from the sys- 

valent state. Both hypotheses have metal strips vibrate at their natural tem as a result of gradual evapora- 

been held, but it had not been frequency until they fail. tion. The mixture retains its anti- 

proved until this test that metallic The number of vibrations neces- foaming property without any dele- 

chromium is deposited out of the sary to cause failure is determined terious effects on the engine. It is 

bath from the hexavalent state. by multiplying the number of vibra- more effective than the commercial 

Different plating baths were pre- tions per second by the time of the antifoaming agents now in general 

pared, some containing the ordinari- test in seconds. The frequency of use. 

ly used chromic chloride and others vibration is determined exactly by As part of the studies, various oth- 

containing radioactive chromium the use of a beam of light and a er materials were tested as possible 

compounds in both the trivalent and photoelectric tube which counts the replacements for glycerine, however, 

hexavalent states. vibrations electronically. the two agents which provided good 

After the chromium was deposit- Because of the high frequencies antifoaming action also produced 

ed the radiation of the different sam- which can be produced on this test- sticky residues in the engine. This 

ples was measured by a gamma ray er, the tests are often run at fre- ruled out the use of these materials 

counter. It was found that only the quencies which equal in 24 hours as practical defoamers. 

ee Teun 

| New Modern Design Machines | | THE NELINE! | ew Modern Design Machines . 
oe a Profitable f | ero rm ae eee | “ BS p ¥ - 

2 | & 7 gi wih fey Investment Today {kis = 
baer is Y J Ql, \WoH 

L meee. ---and forthe \ 7 f) aoe 
: Z| : Future , ZC) le @ 

bs MILLING MACHINES sequipment butit to highest standards yA eee ied pee ssaastesite 

to give enduring service at full capac- 

os ity output. Write for details, Brown & / IM | go A Gs ey 
osoek ae — Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence 1, R. I. = (of) 2D iF —_ = Inu) Proc 

2 A MILLING MACHINES 

Universal * Plain (Including Manufac- amZo-; oe NE has everything 
GRINDING MACHINES . . . in electrical roughing-in materials 

, Universal * Plain * Surface * Cutter ‘ National Electric has a complete line of wires, cable, 
a i and Tool s conduit, raceways and fittings for every wiring need. 

m . Srew macnn pant i ot 
Avtoniaitic! (Including Screw Threading) fast—the wholesaler who handles National Electric 
Bitte Tomine and Cutting-Of Types) NATIONS products is your’ safest bet. 

] SCREW MACHINES | ll ll Nn tj i el ‘ ° 

BROWN r-¥ SHARPE fies INE) seational crectric 
: =a) MURR Vee PITTSBURGH 30, PA. 
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ea, = d thing he 
RZ) | tsa ae, + dress tor every 

ea Fin _| 00 serves 
TA oa a e 

ot . ee. ‘ff A a ogee us 

ge “A wr se PY] 7 4 e ——., |, He’s a Square D Field Engineer. There 

Sn ra © é y ~ rag) ft are others like him in Square D branches 
’ oe % oe : — ye! in more than 50 principal cities of the United 

—_ é 7 ee ne we ed . 
Ce Le ge — States, Canada and Mexico. These men are 

| EN 4a i 24 oN liaison between Square D and _ industrial 

i Zs = a Ey America. Their full-time job is contacting 

a | a. *) an if Fk) ) industries of every type and size. It is through 

Vs ee wis , Ge | ae AY them that we are able to do our job effec- 
ed En a i, | \ tively. That job is three-fold: To design and 
a : ae wa ‘he . ® ™ > build electrical distribution and control equip- 

=a ae] C . | . et ment in pace with present needs—to provide 
UN a = 4 / 4 i / sound counsel in the selection of the right 

Lo f i) i equipment for any given application—to an- > -— ™ . a quip v 
mri & . | ticipate trends and new methods and speed 

j | 7 AI = — 4." their development. 

i dl : 3 a) —. . , aS If you have a problem in electrical distri- 

aa |  ™* ~~ - — bution or control, callin the nearby Square D 

a | |) i, @ at oe Field Engineer. He makes a lot of sense in 
ae | at’. — finding ‘‘a better way to do it.” 

ul - i. mS For many years, ADVERTISEMENTS SUCH AS 
7 . C awe i = 5 THIS ONE have appeared regularly in leading business 

; a is jad — LN “ \ magazines. Their primary purpose is to build acceptance 

Be. i - saad i o | for Square D Field Engineers, practically all of whom come 

te = pr st ~ oe \ to us from leading engineering schools such as yours. 

eee | = Ve <> 7 7 
ae ae 5 \ ye owe I bw i ff ry eb 
Pu Pee ee NT \ Hii ah) BES ES | 
ol on ee EE , . tee ee ~ BLAS) a 

ee li Lonel ee pas — eee it, deuce 
| oe 

lf TE A ie 

a) | iy SQUARE J) COMPANY 
a a LS F | eer eee el eT 

iL Zul? ul DETROIT 5 Ma 5 Roel t0 43 

sane SQUARE D CANADA, LTD., TORONTO, ONTARIO * SQUARE D de MEXICO, S.A, MEXICO CITY, D.F. 
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- a ‘ow. : co ae (continued from page 28) 

i . : ” po St Re The latter part of the question is one that concerns 
cat ~<o' : oN ae Ae some people both in and out of the aviation world. Blown 

Se oe ah SS hatches are not impossible as a few of these failures have 
Worcs = £6 ae happened in the past. The direct effect of a pressure 

eo. soo if —£ A change from 8,000 feet to 25,000 feet due to a blown hatch, 
ARO OFA oi det 
LAN de ate depends a lot on the individual. Many crews on Super- 

mG fortresses during the world war experienced the effects of 
suddenly depressurized cabins. The general consensus of 

these crews were that they did not notice the change as 
PROBLEM — You are designing a circular saw. The blade they were either too surprised or too busy looking for 
must have horizontal, vertical, and angular adjustments. their oxygen masks. It is of general opinion now that 
Your problem is to work out a drive for the blade that although a sudden depressurization while not beneficial 
permits this three-way adjustment. How would you do It? — would not do any great harm to a normal individual, pro- 

THE SIMPLE ANSWER — Use an S.S.White flexible shaft Viding oxygen were immediately supplied. 
to bring power from the counter-shaft or motor to the blade. The greatest danger involved in a sudden loss of cabin 

There is no simpler mechanical means than a flexible shaft pressure from a blown hatch or window is being too close 

for driving parts which must be adjustable. And simplicity to the blown member. The velocities created by the ven- 

in design means economy in production. turi action through the opening is something that would 

* * * astound most people. It was rumored that in a Super- 

This is just one of hundreds of remote control and power fortress velocities of around 400 miles per hour were 
drive problems to which $.$.White flexible shafts provide realized in the connecting tunnel between the aft and for- 

a simple answer. That's why every engineer should be ward cabins upon instantaneous depressurization and this 

familiar with the range and tunnel was some 3 feet in diameter. It is known that forces 

> | scope of these tireless “Metal reat enough to suck a person out of the airplane do exist 

is ™ Muscles'’*for mechanical if he is within a foot or so of a blown hatch. 

i. bodies. To the layman the advantages of high altitude flight 
aa : se Trademark Reg. U. S. Pat. Off, requiring pressurized cabins are not readily seen. In avia- 

— 2 and eltewhere tion it has been found that generally the higher you go 

\" = the better off you are as engine and aircraft performance 

increase at higher altitudes. Greater speeds can be ob- 

! Here's one prominent tained due to the thinner air. Gas consumption is greatly 

i monet So decreased thereby lowering the cost of operation. Every 
; ! H thousand feet of altitude added to aircraft performance 

: } increase the flexibility of operation. Flights at higher alti- 

1 > tudes can often get over or by pass existing weather condi- 

Lr [| tions that prevail below 18,000 feet, thereby giving both 

passengers and crew a safer and more comfortable ride. 

Pree Mie. of Future of Pressurized Flight 
Port Austin, Michftgan 

The introduction of jet flying to the world has now put 
WRITE FOR BULLETIN 4501 further demands upon more efficient cabin pressurization 
It gives essential facts and engineer- Po and air conditioning. The present demands are to push 
ing data about flexible shafts and [a the cabin pressures down as close to sea level as possible. 
their application. A copy is yours — 7 The reason for these demands are so that much more 
free for asking. Write today. reniiigiccte rapid ascents and descents may be made. Present day ex- 

A “so | perimental cabins can now be maintained at sea level up 

ae to and including 21,500 feet and an approximate 4,000- 
S§. WHITE ze foot cabin can be maintained at 30,000 feet. 

an . swe DENTAL MFO. co. INDUSTRIAL DIVISION Much research is being directed along this line and it is 
DEPT ony 10 EAS Gt) STS NEWITORE: 1ee MWe believed that the pressurized cabins that we know today 

@ Saat corte ae eninois [00th SHEEIAL Ponsa AUaneNE will seem as crude in 20 years from now as the Model T 
One of Americas AAAA Industrial Enterprizes Ford does to most youngsters today. 
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Hhotography can make this page 

° a 

this small 

IT’S DONE WITH MICROFILM MAGIC 

Te AS IT IS, the little rectangle above is motion pictures, you can “pack” a plow, a plant, a 

this page in black and white—as it appears _ whole process into a small can of film... travel it 

on microfilm. Everything there, condensed to a where you will, show it off “large as life” and much 

mere spot, but ready to be brought back full size more dramatically. 

with all its features intact. For photography can Only a suggestion ... this... of what photog- 

reduce tremendously without losing a detail. raphy can do because it is able to condense. And 

Asa business or professional man, you can utilize because it has many other unique characteristics 

photography’s reducing ability in any of many as well, photography is becoming an increasingly 

important ways. important tool all through science, business, and 

You can utilize it to save space... to speed manufacturing, 

reference. With Recordak microfilming, you can Whenever you want to improve methods of 

“debulk” files 99% .. . keep the records at hand for recording, measuring, testing, teaching, or count- 

quick viewing, full size, in a Recordak Reader. less other functions, be sure to consider the un- 

You can utilize photography to make sales pres- usual abilities and advantages of photography. 
entations more complete, more resultful. With Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester 4, N. Y. 

Functional Photography 4 
—is advancing business and industrial technics. A Ki Gd Ik 
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_..a great name in research with a big future in CHEMISTRY 

business more than G. E.; the breakfast service may be G-E 
PLASTICS —fA MULTIMILLION- fifty years ago by mold- _ plastics plates and cups in beautiful 

ing carbon rods for arc pastel shades. Your automobile, your re- 

lamps from clay and frigerator, your radio, your camera—all 
DOLLAR INDUSTRY lampblack. Later, are likely to incorporate plastics parts 

G. E.’s plastics opera- produced by General Electric. 

tions expanded rap- - AND STILL GROWING idly, ween ase The Scope of G-E Chemical 
began to be used ex- Department's Operations 

tensively in electrical insulation. Molded plastics are just one part of 
“Plastics” to most people connotes As General Electric's plastics opera- General Electric’s Chemical Depart- 
something modern — something new. tions grew, it became practical to offer ment’s operations. Other products made 
And the plastics industry, as it now ex- plastics services to other companies. and sold by the Chemical Department 
ists, is still an infant, but a lusty and include the amazing new materials of or- 
vigorous one. se Fe fe z a ~ “a : _ ganic-silicon chemistry called silicones, 

How fast it has grown’ in a short span — 42 e BES a Glyptal* alkyd resins, various insulating 
of years is indicated by these figures, A a Sm io? . O materials, and plastics molding com- 
which show the number of plastics ca fais Dae 4 pe is 

| molding plants in the United States in ‘eed . (Gop we. © VE = 2 =? 

the last thirty-nine years: i oe ~ PS ‘2 a _— , Fr oe ' a 

| 1910 8 plants oN aa ( 4 - J tm Se ee ee \ A . K- 
1920 63 plants be pete eo ~~ < > EY, ete 
1930 172 plants | Nate 4 Oy 
1940 575 plants ‘ea eS) 
1949 1,160 plants (estimated)  _ c  . sipencnas SO” elem a 

/@ tsa - af Now General Electric is unique in the o YY a Cr Ohi waver : 
Se _f! Cs. ‘ ‘ industry, being both a manufacturer of AA i 
fof os : plastics molding materials and one of oe 
tf | “a =a Perfo he the world’s largest plastics molders. 

_ <a G. E. provides a complete plastics pounds. Every mouth new chemical 
Parteners sonmcacaame — _ service. It has facilities for producing developments are coming from the G-E re Se . Py special types of molding compounds and research laboratories. And the variety 

oe) Wea Gi ec meot for designing, engineering, and mold- and scope of G-E chemical operations 
ales A Fleeing <a ing any kind of plastics part or product. promise to broaden tremendously as 

ee a — = You may breakfast at a dinette table this research progresses. 
Me with a surface of G-E Textolite* (a For more information, write Chemical 

laminated sheet plastics); your toaster Department, General Electric Com- 
The Ancients Molded Plastics may have a base of plastics, molded by pany, Pittsfield, Massachusetts. 

But the art of casting “plastic” material 

in molds is an old one. As long ago as 

King Solomon's time, asphalts and min- 

eral tars were being molded into useful A message to students of chemistry from ‘ as 

shapes. / F. W. WARNER 7 4 
Ehesenaturil molding materialswere Engineering Manager of the G-E Plastics Division _— . the only ones available for centuries— Cee 

until the invention, in 1869, of the first The rapid growth of the plastics industry in the last ten “ he 3 
modern synthetic plastic, celluloid. To- Years offers us some idea of the progress we may expect in sal 
day the plastics industry makes dozens plastics within the next decade. For a young man who wants ~ : 7 
of synthetic materials with a wide range to “grow up” with a rapidly expanding business, the field of = 
of molding characteristics. plastics seems to offer particularly attractive opportunities. ao 

General Electric entered the plastics 
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